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Comprehensive characterization and expression
analysis of enzymatic antioxidant gene
families in passion fruit (Passiflora edulis)

Jianxiang Liang,1,2,6 Lin Lu,1,6 Wenbin Zhang,3,6 Ming Chi,1 Mengqian Shen,1 Chang An,1 Shengzhen Chen,1

Xiaomei Wang,4 Ruoyu Liu,5 Yuan Qin,1,5,* and Ping Zheng1,5,7,*
SUMMARY

Passion fruit, a valuable tropical fruit, faces climate-related growth challenges. Antioxidant enzymes are
vital for both stress protection and growth regulation in plants. We first provided systemic analysis of
enzymatic antioxidant gene families in passion fruit, identifying 90 members including 11 PeSODs, 45
PeAPXs, 8 PeCATs, 7 PeGPXs, 6 PeMDHARs, 8 PeDHARs, and 5 PeGRs. Gene members in each gene fam-
ily with same subcellular localization showed closer phylogenetic relationship.Many antioxidant genes ex-
hibited tissue- or developmental stage-specific expression patterns during floral and fruit development,
with some widely expressed. Their co-expressed genes were linked to photosynthesis and energy meta-
bolism, suggesting roles in protecting highly proliferating tissues from oxidative damage. Potential genes
for enhancing temperature stress resistance were identified. The involvement of diverse regulatory fac-
tors including miRNAs, transcription factors, and CREs might contribute to the complex roles of antioxi-
dant genes. This study informs future research on antioxidant genes and passion fruit breeding.

INTRODUCTION

Passion fruit (Passiflora edulis) is a popular fruit crop cultivated worldwide in tropical and subtropical areas as to its important edible, medic-

inal, and ornamental value.1 However, the growth and development of passion fruit, especially during the reproductive period, are greatly

affected by climatic conditions including light, temperature, and water. Unfavorable climatic factors such as heat, cold, drought can result

in restricted growth, few flower buds, low fruit setting rate, severe flower and fruit drop, et al. which seriously affect the economic value of

passion fruit industry. Therefore, it is of great importance to investigate genes involved in regulation of plant growth and development coping

with diverse stresses to develop strategies for plant molecular breading.

It’s well known that unfavorable environmental factors could induce the production of excessive reactive oxygen species (ROS) in plant

cells, which would result in oxidative modification and cell damage, thus, leading to abnormal plant growth or death.2 However, emerging

evidences suggest that ROS also play critical roles in maintaining normal plant growth/development, such as cellular proliferation and differ-

entiation,3 cell wall formation and loosening,4 organogenesis5 and senescence.6 To minimize ROS-derived damages and keep the balance

between ROS scavenging and generation, advanced antioxidant defense systems have been evolved in plants, including seven main classes

of antioxidant enzymes, low-molecular antioxidants, and thioredoxin/glutaredoxin systems.

In plants, ROS exist in different types including superoxide anion radicals (O2�), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), hydroxyl radicals (OH�), per-
oxyl radicals (HOO�) and singlet oxygens (1O2), and different ROS types with different oxidative capacity can affect different physiological and

biochemical reactions which are regulated by different genes.7 Generally, superoxide is the precursor of diverse ROS due to its instability and

strong oxidation/reducibility. SOD is a member of the metalloenzyme family and plays a pioneering role in scavenging ROS by catalyzing the

dismutation reaction of neutralizing superoxide into H2O2. According to the classification of differentmetal ions bound to the catalytic center,

SOD can be divided into three major categories including Cu/Zn-SOD (CSD), Fe-SOD (FSD), and Mn-SOD (MSD).8 Cu/Zn-SOD is mainly

located in mitochondria, chloroplast, and cytosol, Fe-SOD is mainly located in mitochondria, chloroplast and peroxisome, and Mn-SOD is

mainly located in mitochondria and peroxisome.9,10 Then, the formed hydrogen peroxide can be neutralized via three main ways catalyzed
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by CAT, GPXwith reduced thioredoxins oxidized, andAPXwith the oxidation of ascorbate (AsA) tomonodehydroascorbate (MDHA).11 CAT is

a heme domain-containing oxidoreductase that is present in all aerobic species,12,13 while GPX belongs to the non-heme thiol peroxidase

family.14 Differently, APX belongs to the heme peroxidase superfamily15,16 and is one of the major components the ascorbate-glutathione

(AsA-GSH) cycle.8 In response to stresses, the AsA-GSH cycle plays vital roles in scavenging ROS, which also comprises of other three classes

of antioxidant enzymes includingmonodehydroascorbate reductase (MDHAR), dehydroascorbate reductase (DHAR), and glutathione reduc-

tase (GR).9 Unlike SOD, CAT, GPX, and APX, whichmainly catalyze ROS decomposition, MDHAR, DHAR, andGR play roles in maintaining the

level of reduced forms of antioxidants such as ascorbic acid and glutathione (GSH).11 The generated MDHA in the oxidation reaction cata-

lyzed by APX may be regenerated to AsA by the reaction of MDHAR or spontaneously transformed into dehydroascorbate (DHA). Subse-

quently, DHA could be reduced to AsA under the reaction of DHAR with GSH oxidation to glutathione disulfide (GSSG). Finally, NADPH-

dependent GR can reduce GSSG and plays a key role in controlling the levels of reduced glutathione.9

More andmore investigations suggest that plant antioxidant enzymes do not only protect cells from stress induced oxidative damages but

also can be implicated in the regulation of plant growth and development.7 In Arabidopsis,AtCAT2 is mainly expressed in leaves, is themajor

isoform in leaves,10 can be regulated by light, cold or circadian clock, is associated with plant photorespiration, leaf senescence,6 and stress

responding including drought and cold17; Overexpression of the AtGPXL5 gene resulted in altered plant growth and redox status under salt

stress18; GR2 mutants with excessive accumulation of oxidized glutathione results in root apical cells entering the oxidized state and even-

tually leads to abnormal growth.19 In rice, silencing of OsGPX1 affects normal plant development and photosynthesis under salinity condi-

tions.20 Plants knocked out of OsGPX5 also showed increased sensitivity to salt stress, impaired seed germination, and plant growth and

development.21 More importantly, antioxidant enzyme genes are precisely regulated by transcription factors, hormones, miRNAs or other

factors, to keep the ROS levels well controlled and participate in the regulation of plant developmental process and stress responses. In

rice, the transcription factorOsMADS3 regulates ROS homeostasis at later stages of another development, and abnormal expression ofOs-

MADS3 results in the accumulation of superoxide and causes pollen sterility.22 In Arabidopsis, AtCSD1 and AtCSD2 are induced by down-

regulation of miR398, which favorably enhances plant tolerance to oxidative damage.23 In wheat, the knockdown of TaMDHARs by miRNA

could result in improved resistance to Puccinia striiformis.24

In passion fruit, antioxidant enzymes have been reported to be closely related to various processes such as fruit development,25 posthar-

vest storage,26 light response,27 and heat tolerance (our unpublished data), but there has been no systematic study of the characteristics and

the expression patterns of the enzymatic antioxidant gene families in passion fruit. Our present work aims to provide a relatively complete

profile of the passion fruit antioxidants enzyme gene families, which could lay a solid foundation for further research on the functional roles

of the enzymatic antioxidant gene family in passion fruit, and also provide valuable gene resources for its resistance molecular breeding.
RESULTS

Identification and phylogenetic analysis of enzymatic antioxidant genes

A total of 90 genes (11 PeSODs, 45 PeAPXs, 8 PeCATs, 7 PeGPXs, 6 PeMDHARs, 8 PeDHARs, and 5 PeGRs) encoding for antioxidant enzymes

were identified in passion fruit genome, and the genes in each class were renamed according to their positional order on the chromosomes

(Table S1). Physicochemical properties analysis results shown that, the proteins encodedby the 90 enzymatic antioxidant genes contained 105

(PeGPX5) to 842 (PeAPX31) amino acids with molecular weights (MWs) ranging from 13880.91 Da (PeGPX5) to 93602.86 Da (PeAPX31). Pre-

dicted protein isoelectric points (pI) ranged from 4.81 (PeAPX29) to 10.08 (PeGPX4). The results of instability index calculation showed that

60% of the enzymatic antioxidant proteins were stable in vitro, while the remaining 40%were unstable in vitro. Aliphatic amino acid index (A.I.)

results indicate that the enzymatic antioxidant protein has a high aliphatic index with thermal stability between 55.25 (PeAPX32) and 100.14

(PeGR2). The grand average of hydropathicity (GRAVY) of almost all enzymatic antioxidant proteins was negative except for PeAPX39, indi-

cating that they are predominantly hydrophilic.28 Subcellular localization prediction results showed that 90 enzymatic antioxidant genes were

mainly localized in the chloroplast, cytoplasm, peroxisome, and mitochondrion, while few of them were localized in the vacuole (PeAPX10,

PeAPX17, PeAPX25, PeAPX33, and PeAPX34) and nucleus (PeGPX3). The diversity of subcellular localization implies various biological func-

tions within the members of passion fruit enzymatic antioxidant gene family.29

To investigate the evolutionary relationship between the enzymatic antioxidant gene family in passion fruit and Arabidopsis, the

maximum likelihood (ML) phylogenetic trees were constructed separately for each gene family (Figure 1). For SOD gene family (Figure 1A),

the phylogenetic tree showed that PeSOD and AtSOD proteins could be divided into three major groups: Mn-SOD, Fe-SOD, and Cu/Zn-

SOD. The number of Fe-SOD and Mn-SOD in passion fruit was the same as the corresponding subfamily member number in Arabidopsis

(3 PeFSDs and 2 PeMSDs, 3 AtFSDs and 2 AtMSDs), while the number of Cu/Zn-SOD was twice that in Arabidopsis (6 PeCSDs and 3

AtCSDs). Subcellular localization prediction results shown that, PeCSDs were mainly located in chloroplast except PeCSD4, which is

located in cytoplasm and clustered as the outgroup of all Cu/Zn-SODs. PeFSD1/2 clustered in one branch was located in chloroplast

whereas PeFSD3 clustered in another branch was located in mitochondrion. With regard to the APX gene family (Figure 1B), all of the

8 AtAPXs and 45 PeAPXs were clustered into six subgroups with one of them contains only passion fruit genes and named as APX sub-

group. And the other five subgroups were named according to the phylogenetic relationships including APX-1/2 (peroxisome, PeAPX1/4, 2

AtAPXs), APX-3/5 (peroxisome, PeAPX16/24/44, 2 AtAPXs), APX-4 (chloroplast, PeAPX7/8, 1 AtAPXs), APX-6 (cytoplasm, PeAPX37/38, 1

AtAPXs), and stAPX (chloroplast/mitochondrion, PeAPX9/30/29/32, 2 AtAPXs), which was consistent with their subcellular localization.

Whereas PeAPXs in the passion fruit specific APX subgroup were mainly located in cytoplasm (27 PeAPXs) and vacuole (5 PeAPXs),

and the GO enrichment analysis shown these PeAPXs were mainly involved in biological processes including cellular oxidant detoxification,
2 iScience 26, 108329, November 17, 2023
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Figure 1. Phylogenetic trees of SOD

(A), APX (B), CAT(C), GPX (D), MDHAR (E), DHAR (F), and GR (G) proteins from passion fruit (Pe, Passiflora edulis) and Arabidopsis (At, Arabidopsis thaliana). The

tree was constructed inMEGA 11 and IQ-TREE 2 software using themaximum likelihood (ML) option with 1000 bootstrap replicates. Blue and green stars indicate

gene family members from passion fruit and Arabidopsis, respectively. Different colored branches represent different enzymatic antioxidant gene subfamilies,

which were named according to previous studies.
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plant-type cell wall organization or biogenesis, cellular response to stimulus (Table S12). As to the CAT gene family (Figure 1C), PeCAT1/7/

8 was closely clustered with AtCAT2, while other 5 PeCATs were closely clustered with AtCAT3, and all PeCATs were located in peroxi-

some. With regard to GPX gene family (Figure 1D), all the GPXs could be divided into four subgroups, and the branch containing PeGPX4/

5 and AtGPX4/5 were clustered with highest bootstrap values, followed by the subgroup containing PeGPX3 and AtGPX2/3. Finally, for the

MDHAR gene family (Figure 1E), every Arabidopsis AtMDHAR was closely clustered together with two passion fruit PeMDHARs, with two

extra Arabidopsis AtMDHARs clustered as outgroups. In comparison to Arabidopsis, the number of PeDHARs was expanded, six PeDHARs

were clustered in a single subgroup without Arabidopsis homologs, while the other two PeDHARs were clustered within three Arabidopsis

genes (Figure 1F). For GR gene family (Figure 1G), PeGR1/5 were closely grouped with AtGR, and PeGR3/4 were clustered in a single sub-

group, while AtGR1 and PeGR2 were served as outgroups. Most of the PeMDHARs were located in chloroplast except for PeMDHAR1

(cytoplasm), and most of PeDHARs were located in cytoplasm except for PeDHAR8 (chloroplast). The predicted subcellular localization

of PeGPXs and PeGRs were diversified, and many of these genes were predicted to be localized in multiple subcellular compartments,

such as PeGPX1/2/6/7 (Chloroplast/Mitochondrion) and PeGR1/5 (Chloroplast/Cytoplasm/Mitochondrion). Additionally, some proteins

showed one-to-one homology, such as PeCSD5 and AtCSD2, PeFSD1 and AtFSD1, PeAPX1 and AtAPX2, PeDHAR8 and AtDHAR3, and

most of these protein pairs shown similar subcellular localization.
iScience 26, 108329, November 17, 2023 3
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Figure 2. The phylogenetic relationship, conserved motifs and gene structure of enzymatic antioxidant genes

(A) The maximum likelihood (ML) phylogenetic tree of enzymatic antioxidant proteins was constructed using full-length protein sequence with 1000 bootstrap

replicates.

(B) Distribution of conserved motifs in enzymatic antioxidant proteins. Each gene family predicted 10 motifs, and the scale bar represents 30 to 200 aa range.

(C) Distribution of SOD, APX, CAT, GPX, MDHAR, DHAR, and GR domain of enzymatic antioxidant genes.

(D) The gene structures of the enzymatic antioxidant genes, include introns (black lines), exons (CDSs, orange rectangles), and untranslated regions (UTRs, blue

rectangles).
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Gene structure, conserved motifs, and CREs analysis of enzymatic antioxidant genes

The gene structure characteristics and conserved motif composition of seven different enzymatic antioxidant gene families of passion fruit

were analyzed and shown according to their phylogenetic relationships (Figure 2). As to SODs, all the PeCSDs contained Sod_Cu domain

and mainly contains motif SOD-Motif 1/2/6, while PeMSDs contained Sod_Fe_N/Sod_Fe_C domains and motif SOD-Motif 4/10/5/8/3/9,

and PeFSDs contained Sod_Fe_N superfamily/Sod_Fe_C domains andmotif SOD-Motif 4/7/5/8/3, indicating that higher sequence similarity

was shared in PeFSDs and PeMSDs. With regard to PeAPXs, genes in different subfamilies shown diverse structure characteristics, and motifs

APX-Motif 3/6/7/9/10 were only present in the passion fruit-specific APX subgroup genes. For PeCAT genes, genes closely clustered with

Arabidopsis homologous genes including PeCAT1/7/8 contains all of the ten predicted motifs for CAT subfamilies, and showed more

conserved gene structure and motif composition. Whereas other PeCAT genes in the same subfamily were different and lack certain motifs

with higher gene structure andmotif composition diversity. As to PeGPXs, GPX-Motif 6/3/1/4 were present in all PeGPXs, which constitute the

most highly conserved domain. All PeMDHAR genes containedMDHAR-Motif 1–8 and 10 arranged with the same order, whileMDHAR-Motif

9 was only present in PeMDHAR4/5. As to PeDHARs, closely clustered PeDHAR2/3/4 shown similar motif composition with PeDHAR5/6, while

the subgroup PeDHAR1/7/8 shown diverse structures but all contains the specific DHAR-Motif 7. For PeGRs, genes in the same subgroups

were also shown similar motif compositions, such as PeGR1/5, PeGR3/4. In order to gain an in-depth understanding of the gene structure

diversity, we analyzed the exons and introns of the enzymatic antioxidant gene. The relative numbers of CDSs in the 90 enzymatic antioxidant

genes ranged from 2 to 18, according to the results of the passion fruit GFF annotation file (Figure 2D). Among them, the number of PeMD-

HAR4/5 with 18 exons and CDSs are the largest, followed by PeGR3 with 15 exons and CDSs, suggesting that their alternatively spliced form

may be themost complex.30 Among all of the 90 enzymatic antioxidant genes, closely clustered gene pairs shown similar motif compositions,

conserved domain and exon-intron structures such as PeGPX6/7, PeMDHAR4/5, PeGR1/5, and PeAPX24/44, suggesting that phylogenetic

relationships among gene family members were highly correlated with gene structure.

The possible roles of enzymatic antioxidant genes in response to plant growth and development, phytohormones, and light and stress

responses were further illustrated through the analysis of cis-regulatory elements (CREs) distributed in the putative gene promoter regions

(2 kb upstream of gene transcriptional activation site). A total of 2043 CREs were predicted in the promoter regions of enzymatic antioxidant

genes (Table S3), and Figure 3A shows 15 representative CREs. Among them, PeCSD5, PeDHAR6, and PeDHAR8 have the largest number of

CREs with a total of 36 elements, while PeGPX6 has the least number of CREs with only 4 elements. All CREs can be divided into three broad

categories including hormone responsiveness (812), growth and development (809), and stress responsiveness (422) (Figure 3B). Except for

light responsive elements (706, 34.56%), other CREs involved in growth and development regulation were relatively insufficient and might be

absent frommany gene family such as CAT-box for meristem expression (45, 2.20%), GCN4_motif for endosperm expression (20, 0.98%), RY-

element for seed-specific regulation (24, 0.73%), and circadian for circadian control (23, 1.13%). For CREs involved in hormone responsiveness,

MeJA-responsiveness (CGGTA-motif and TGACG-motif, 349, 17.08%) and abscisic acid (ABA) responsiveness (ABRE, 256, 12.5%) are widely

present in the promoter regions of enzymatic antioxidant genes in almost all gene families. Whereas CREs related with gibberellin (GA)-

responsiveness (101, 4.94%) (61 in 90 enzymatic antioxidant genes) were relatively enriched in DHAR and MDHAR gene family, but absent

from GPX and GR gene family. CREs associated with (IAA) auxin-responsiveness (58, 2.84%) and salicylic acid (SA) responsiveness (48,

2.35%) were irregularly present in some enzymatic antioxidant genes. Some enzymatic antioxidant genes such as PeAPX5/6/10/16/19/22, Pe-

CAT1, PeFSD1, PeGPX2/4, and PeDHAR5/6 containmultiple identical hormone response elements in their promoter regions, suggesting that

more rapid and robust responses to specific hormones may be possible. As to stress responsiveness related CREs, ARE for anaerobic induc-

tion (218, 10.67%) were abundant in all gene families, while other stress related CREs were relatively enriched in certain subfamilies. For

example, (MYB) drought-inducibility (MBS, 106, 5.19%) was relatively abundant in APX and DHAR gene family relatively, but absent from

MDHAR and GR gene family. Low-temperature responsiveness (52, 2.55%) and defense and stress responsiveness (36, 1.76%) related

CREswere only present in fewgenes such as PeCSD3, PeDHAR7, PeGR1, and PeAPX4. In summary, these results showed that the composition

and number of CREs in the promoter regions of different enzymatic antioxidant genes were highly diverse within and among subfamilies,

suggesting that the expression of enzymatic antioxidant genes in passion fruit is regulated by diverse CREs.

Chromosomal location and collinearity analysis of enzymatic antioxidant genes

Generally, the expansion of gene families is driven by different gene duplication patterns that are considered to be the driving force of species

evolution.31 The 90enzymatic antioxidant geneswereunequally distributedonall ninepassion fruit linkagegroups (LG) (Figure 4A). The largest

number of enzymatic antioxidant genes occurs on LG01 (24 genes), followed by LG08 (20 genes), LG04 (12 genes), LG07 (9 genes), LG03 (7

genes), LG02 (5 genes), LG05 (4 genes), LG08 (2 genes), and LG09 (1 gene). The MCScanX method was used to analyze the gene duplication

events of passion fruit, and a total of 183 gene pairs with gene duplication events (177 segmental duplicated gene pairs and 6 tandem dupli-

cated gene pairs) were identified. These results suggest that enzymatic antioxidant genesmay arise through gene duplication, and segmental
iScience 26, 108329, November 17, 2023 5
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Figure 3. The CREs on the putative promoter of the enzymatic antioxidant genes

(A) Distribution of CREs identified in the 2000 bp upstream promoter region of enzymatic antioxidant genes.

(B) Venn diagram of various CREs.
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duplication events are themain driver of enzymatic antioxidant genes evolution. The substitution rate ratio Ka/Ks can be used to elucidate the

evolutionary process and selection pressure of enzymatic antioxidant genes,32 and we calculated the Ka/Ks ratio for all 183 duplicated gene

pairs (Table S4). Only one pair of segmental repeat genes (PeAPX30-PeAPX32) had a Ka/Ks value greater than 1, indicating that this pair of

genes was strongly and positively selected during evolution andmay have had an adaptive impact on the environment of passion fruit during

evolution. The Ka/Ks ratio of remaining duplicated gene pairs were all less than 1, indicating thatmost of the enzymatic antioxidant gene pairs

may have undergone purifying selection during evolution and played a key role in maintaining the conserved structure of the enzymatic anti-

oxidant gene. Moreover, the divergence rate among duplicated enzymatic antioxidant genes was measured and the results showed that the

divergence rate between duplicated enzymatic antioxidant genes was estimated to be between 0.0676 and 74.7395 million years ago (MYA).

Collinear analysis of different species is a method to investigate their evolution and affinities.33 To further reveal the gene duplication

timing of enzymatic antioxidant genes and infer their phylogenetic mechanism, we selected four representative species for comparative
6 iScience 26, 108329, November 17, 2023
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Figure 4. Intraspecies and interspecies synteny analysis in comparative genomics

(A) Distribution and collinearity of enzymatic antioxidant genes in passion fruit genome. Enzymatic antioxidant genes marked in red have collinearity, and those

marked in black lack collinearity. (a): The 9 chromosomal pseudomolecules: units on the circumference are mega base values of pseudomolecules; (b): GC

content; (c): gene density.

(B) Enzymatic antioxidant genes synteny analysis of passion fruit and 4 representative plants. Species names are prefixed with ‘‘A.thaliana’’, ‘‘O.sativa’’,

‘‘S.lycopersicum’’, and ‘‘Z.mays’’, denote Arabidopsis thaliana, Oryza sativa, Solanum lycopersicum, and Zea mays, respectively.
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analysis of collinearity with passion fruit, including two dicots (Arabidopsis and tomato) and twomonocots (rice andmaize) (Figure 4B). A total

of 55 enzymatic antioxidant genes were collinearly associated with the tomato genome, followed by Arabidopsis (47), rice (18), andmaize (10)

(Table S5). These results indicated that the collinearity between P. edulis and dicot genomes is greater than that between P. edulis andmono-

cot genomes. Individual homologous genes exhibit one-to-many or many-to-one homozygosity. Among them, there are 6 enzymatic antiox-

idant genes (PeCSD4, PeAPX1, PeAPX16, PeAPX23, and PeCAT2) with collinear associations between all of these four selected species, sug-

gesting that these genes in the enzymatic antioxidant gene family may play an important role during evolution.34
Secondary and tertiary structure analysis of enzymatic antioxidant genes

Structural analysis of proteins has important implications for understanding their functions.35 The results of secondary protein structure pre-

diction (Table S6) showed that all enzymatic antioxidant proteins were mainly composed of a-helix (4.61%–58.30%), extended strand (9.04%–

34.21%), b-turn (1.82%–11.82%), and random coil (25.23%–55.63%) composition. Based on the AlphaFold2 and SWISS-MODEL database, ho-

mology modeling of enzymatic antioxidant proteins was performed (Figure S1), and the structure with the highest GMQE and QMean

(Table S6) was selected as the representative structure for each gene family (Figure 5). Detailly, PeMDHAR3 was selected to represent the

MDHAR gene family. There is a non-covalent flavin-adenine dinucleotide (FAD) ligand in the structure of (5jci.1.A), and its binding domain

adopts a typical a/b sheet, consisting of two anti-parallel b-sheets and one parallel b-sheet, surrounded by four a-helices. FAD binds to

the gap on the FAD-binding domain of PeMDHAR3 via hydrogen bonding and van der Waals interactions.36 As to GR gene family, there

are also two non-covalent FAD ligands in the structure of PeGR4 (1dxl.2.A), showing a symmetrical distribution. For APX gene family, there

are two non-covalent PROTOPORPHYRIN IX CONTAINING FE (HEM) ligands in the structure of PeAPX1 (2y6b.1.A). With regard to the GPX

gene family, the reduced form of PeGPX2 (2p5r.1.A) crystallizes as two dimers in an asymmetric unit and possess 5 non-covalent calcium ion

(Ca+2) ligands in its structure. ForDHARgene family, there are a non-covalent glutathione (GSH) and calcium ion (Ca+2) ligands in the structure

of PeDHAR1 (4pqi.1.A), respectively. As to CAT gene family, there are four acetate ions (ACT) of non-functional binders in the structure of

PeCAT8 (4qol.1.A), and they show a similar mutual symmetrical distribution. Finally, for the SOD gene family, PeCSD1 (1xso.1.A) chelates

two copper ions (Cu+2), while PeFSD1 (7bjk.1) and PeMSD2 (4c7u.1.A) chelates two zinc ions (Zn+2) and four manganese ions (Mn+2), none

of these metal ions are covalently bonded to the peptide chain.37 Collectively, the homology models of these proteins provide a preliminary

basis for further understanding the molecular functions of enzymatic antioxidant proteins.
iScience 26, 108329, November 17, 2023 7



Figure 5. Structural analysis of the tertiary structure of enzymatic antioxidant protein and its small molecule ligand

Among them, for the per-residue confidence score (pLDDT) between 0 and 100. Some regions below 50 pLDDTmay be unstructured in isolation. The confidence

color schemes, residues are colored by their local quality value.
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Transcription factor regulatory network analysis of enzymatic antioxidant genes

The potential TF regulatory network of all 90 enzymatic antioxidant genes in passion fruit was analyzed using the PTRM online database. The

results showed that there were 2022 TFs from 33 different TF families were identified to be involved in the regulation of the 90 enzymatic

antioxidant genes (Figure 6A). Lots of stress response related TFs including Dof, WRKY, HSF, bZIP were found in many enzymatic antioxidant

genes. While diverse TFs related with plant growth and development including BBR-BPC, MIKC-MADS, LBD, bHLH, and AP2 were also iden-

tified in most of the enzymatic antioxidant genes (Figure 6B; Table S7). Additionally, phytohormone-related TFs were also predicted such as

ERF and ARF. Among all the predicted TFs, the most abundant members belonged to the BBR-BPC family (428 members), followed by the

ERF family (366 members), the Dof family (264 members), the MIKC-MADS family (176 members), and the AP2 family (122 members) (Fig-

ure 6C). Among all 90 enzymatic antioxidant genes, PeAPX15was targeted by most TFs (136), followed by PeGR5 (94), PeCSD5 (75), PeAPX26

(74), and PeAPX25 (70). The complex regulatory network of transcription factors may enable these genes to be precisely regulated and

involved in growth and development, as well as stress and hormone responsiveness.

Prediction of putative miRNAs directing enzymatic antioxidant genes

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a class of single-stranded RNA molecules of around 22 nucleotides (nt) in length that regulate gene expression by

binding to target gene transcripts to inhibit their translation or promote mRNA degradation.38,39 To better understand the regulatory mech-

anism ofmiRNAs in enzymatic antioxidant genes in passion fruit, a total of 25miRNAs (ped-miRNAs) were identified, belonging to 17 different

miRNA families (Table S8). The network interactions and schematic diagram of miRNA targeting sites in PeSOD, PeAPX, PeCAT, PeGPX,
8 iScience 26, 108329, November 17, 2023
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Figure 6. The putative TFs regulatory network analysis of enzymatic antioxidant genes

(A) Limegreen v nodes represent TFs; steelblue circular nodes represent enzymatic antioxidant genes.

(B) Wordcloud for TFs. The font size is positively correlated with the number of corresponding TFs.

(C) Statistical results of the number of TFs.
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PeMDHAR, and PeDHARgenes are presented in Figure 7. As shown in Figure 7A, the 17 identifiedmiRNAs targeted 21 enzymatic antioxidant

genes and results showed that ped-miR160c-5p, ped-miR171k-5p, and ped-miR828b targeted the most three enzymatic antioxidant genes,

which are: (PeAPX27, PeAPX43, and PeMDHAR2), (PeCAT1, PeCAT7, and PeDHAR7), and (PeAPX29, PeAPX32, and PeAPX39), respectively.

Meanwhile, ped-miR164b-5p targets two PeMDHARs (PeMDHAR4 and PeMDHAR5), ped-miR395a targets two PeAPXs (PeAPX5 and

PeAPX6), while the other remaining miRNAs targeted only one enzymatic antioxidant gene. PeMDHAR2 was the one targeted by most miR-

NAs (Figure 7B), including ped-miR169a, ped-miR169b, and ped-miR160c-5p. Likewise, PeAPX2 and PeAPX26 were targeted by 2 miRNAs,

including (ped-mir399e, ped-mir399d) and (ped-miR171j-3p, ped-mir171b-3p). In summary, the regulation of the enzymatic antioxidant gene

family in passion fruit involves a complex regulatory network of TFs and miRNAs.

Expression and GO/KEGG enrichment analysis of enzymatic antioxidant genes

To explore the possible functions of the enzymatic antioxidant genes, the expression profiles of the 90 enzymatic antioxidant genes in diverse

passion fruit tissues of the floral organs and fruit at different developmental stages were characterized using transcriptomic data generated in

our lab (Figure 8) (Tables S9 and S10). After filtering out the genes with low expression levels, the remaining 83 enzymatic antioxidant genes

could be grouped into five blocks (block A–E) by the hierarchical clustering of expression profiles (Figure 8A). The enzymatic antioxidant

genes in different blocks showed distinct temporal and spatial expression patterns: (A) Enzymatic antioxidant genes in block A showed a pref-

erential expression mainly at the late development stage of bract, petal, and corona filament including PeAPX2/24/44/27/43, PeMDHAR2/6,

PeGR4, PeCSD6, and PeGPX7. (B) The majority of block B genes showed preferential expression in some floral tissues, such as PeAPX7/8/20/

14/11/12 preferentially highly expressed at the early developmental stage of stamen, other genes were mainly higher expressed in bract and
iScience 26, 108329, November 17, 2023 9
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Figure 7. Predicted miRNAs targeting enzymatic antioxidant genes

(A) Network illustration of predictedmiRNA targeted enzymatic antioxidant genes. Green rectangle shapes represent the predicted miRNAs and steelblue circle

shapes represent targeted enzymatic antioxidant genes.

(B) The schematic diagram indicates the enzymatic antioxidant genes targeted by miRNAs and the putative miRNAs sites are indicated by orange color, upper

sequences are from the gene region and lower sequences are from the miRNAs.
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sepal such as PeAPX5/13/35. Interestingly, this block only contained CAT and APX gene members, which were all involved in the scavenging

H2O2; (C) Most of block C genes showed preferential expression at the early stage of certain tissues, such as PeMDHAR1, PeCAT3/4/5 were

higher expressed at the early stages of bract, sepal, petal, corona filament, and ovules. Whereas some genes including PeAPX33/34/19/25,

PeCSD2, PeGR3 were higher expressed during the whole development processes of ovules. (D) Three genes clustered in block D including

PeMDHAR3 and PeAPX28/31, shown a relatively higher expression levels in ovules. (E) Almost a third of all the antioxidant enzymegenes were

highly expressed at different stages of fruit development, which are grouped in block D. With fruit ripening, the expression of some antiox-

idant enzyme genes showed an up-regulated trend including PeGR1/2/5, PeAPX1, PeGPX1/6, PeCSD4. Whereas some genes showed a

down-regulated trend, such as PeAPX15/29/30/32/4/17 and PeFSD1, PeMSD1/2. Besides, many genes shown a highest expression level

at the second stage of fruit development including PeCSD3/5, PeAPX22/39, PeCAT1/7, PeGPX3, and PeDHAR1/8. In short, different enzy-

matic antioxidant genes showed diverse expression profiles within or between different subgroups. Many of these genes showed tissue-

or developmental stage-specific expression patterns. For example, PeAPX20/14/11/12 in block B was explicitly and highly expressed only

at the early developmental stage of the stamen. However, some genes also showed a relatively high expression level across all tissues or or-

gans tested here, such as PeMSD1/2, PeFSD1, PeCSD3, PeGPX1/2, PeAPX16, PeMDHAR2, PeDHAR7, and PeGR2/4. Thus, most enzymatic

antioxidant genes were highly expressed in certain tissues or at certain development stages, suggesting these genes might play some pre-

viously unknown roles in the regulation of passion fruit growth and development.

Enzymatic antioxidant genes play important roles in cell protection from stress induced oxidative damages, the expression profiles of pas-

sion fruit enzymatic antioxidant genes under heat and cold stress conditions were also explored using transcriptomic data (Figure 8B)

(Table S9). The remaining 67 enzymatic antioxidant genes after filtering could also be clustered into five blocks (block I-V) by the hierarchical

clustering of expression profiles. Genes in block II-IV showed a preferential expression in the green vegetative tissue leaf, bract, and petiole,

respectively. Whereas genes in block I and V were preferentially higher expressed in buds. The expression of PeCSD2/3/4, PeAPX26/11/12/4,

PeGPX3, and PeDHAR7 were induced immediately under heat stress treatment and shown highest expression levels in a short time. Some

genes respond differently to heat and cold stress, such as the expression of PeMDHAR2 and PeGPX2 decreased in leaf, petiole, and bract

in response to high temperature, but upregulated in bud induced by low temperature. While some genes were induced by both heat and

cold stresses including PeGR2 and PeAPX30. Additionally, some genes including PeMSD1/2, PeFSD1, PeCSD2/3/5, PeCAT2, PeGPX1/2,

PeAPX4/16/33/34, PeMDHAR2, PeDHAR1/8, and PeGR4 were abundant with a relatively high expression levels in all tissues before or after

stress treatments.

GOandKEGGenrichment analyses of passion fruit were performed for 90 enzymic antioxidant genes and their co-expressedgenes gener-

ated from WGCNA analysis using transcriptomic data (Tables S10 and S11). The passion fruit enzymic antioxidant genes were mainly
10 iScience 26, 108329, November 17, 2023
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Figure 8. Heatmap of transcription expression levels of enzymatic antioxidant genes

Hierarchical clustering of the expression profiles of the enzymatic antioxidant genes in (A) diverse tissues at different stages. br, bract; se, sepal; pe, petal; ca,

corona filament; st, stamen; sg, stigma; ov, ovule; numbers represent developmental stages, 1 and 2 was early stage, 8 was late stage; (B) different tissues

including leaf, petiole, bract, and bud under heat (T30, 30�C) and cold (T20, 20�C) stress conditions. The heatmap was created based on the log2(TPM +0.01)

value of enzymatic antioxidant genes and normalized by row. The TPM value higher than 50 was shown as abundant genes and marked with ‘‘*’’. Differences

in gene expression changes are shown in color as the scale, mediumvioletred for high expression and steelblue for low expression.
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significantly enriched in KEGG pathways such as biosynthesis of other secondary metabolites, peroxisome, glutathione metabolism, ascor-

bate and aldarate metabolism, phenylpropanoid biosynthesis, carbohydrate metabolism, indicating their important roles in diverse meta-

bolic processes (Figure 9). Additionally, their co-expressed genes were significantly enriched in pathways such as photosynthesis, energy

metabolism and carbon fixation, and other metabolism processes, suggesting that 90 enzymic antioxidant genes were involved in these pro-

cesses. Similar results were also found in the GO enrichment analysis (Tables S10 and S11).
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Figure 9. Top 15 enriched KEGG pathway names for enzymic antioxidant family genes and co-expressed genes

The horizontal axis represents the rich factor, and the size of the black circle indicates the number of genes annotated with a given pathway name, and different

colors represent p values.
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To further evaluate the expression profiles of the passion fruit enzymatic antioxidant genes under more pressurized heat and cold stress

conditions, eight representative genes were selected for qRT-PCR analysis based on their significantly different expressions from transcrip-

tomic results (Figure 10). Passion fruit seedlings were treated under heat (45�C) and cold (8�C) conditions, and leaf samples were collected for

experimental analysis. In time series, many heat-responsive genes including PeDHAR7, PeGR1, and PeAPX4 were highly expressed in the

short time. Most tested genes shown similar trends in response to heat and cold in leaves such as PeCAT1/7, PeDHAR7, and PeAPX4/33.

Combined with transcriptomic results, PeGR1 was preferentially highly expressed in leaf and response to heat stress, while genes such as

PeDHAR7 and PeAPX4 were induced with higher expression levels in diverse tissues including bud, petiole, and leaf under mild or severe

heat stress.

To gain more insights into the potential roles of the passion fruit enzymatic antioxidant genes involved in phytohormone response, eight

representative genes were selected for qRT-PCR analysis according to the predicted CREs and expression data from transcriptome (Fig-

ure 11). All of the eight test genes were induced with higher expression levels by GA, and seven genes but not PeAPX16 were induced

with higher expression levels by MeJA. PeCAT1 and PeCSD3 were also induced with higher expression levels by ABA, while PeAPX19 and

PeCAT1 were induced with higher expression levels by SA. Consistent with the CREs analysis results, these results suggested that the enzy-

matic antioxidant genes of passion fruit were related by diverse phytohormones and play important roles in various biological processes.

Throughout the life cycle of plants, ROS are dynamically produced or removed, whichmakes plants regulate their development to adapt to

changing environments.7 Complex transcriptional and hormones regulation networks were also involved to keep the ROS concentration well-

regulated.7 Here, candidate genes response to stresses and phytohormones were identified by qRT-PCR. By combining the bioinformatic

analysis results with the experimental work, a schematic diagram was drawn in this research (Figure 12) to describe the potential roles of

ROS and antioxidant genes in regulation of stress and hormone response in passion fruit. On the basis of these findings, the potential

role of these enzymatic antioxidant genes can be predicted and shed lights for further investigations.

DISCUSSION

Passion fruit is a popular tropical fruit crop with important agricultural, economic, and ornamental value, but its growth and development are

greatly affected by climatic conditions. Enzymatic antioxidant genes play key roles in regulating beneficial ROS accumulation for intracellular

signals and impart plant tolerance to oxidative stress by scavenging excess of ROS.11 However, there has been no systematic investigations of

enzymatic antioxidant genes in passion fruit yet.

In the present study, a total of 90 genes (11 PeSODs, 45 PeAPXs, 8 PeCATs, 7 PeGPXs, 6 PeMDHARs, 8 PeDHARs, and 5 PeGRs) enzymatic

antioxidant gene family members were identified in passion fruit genome. Each gene family could be classified into different subfamilies

based on phylogenetic analysis with Arabidopsis homologous genes, respectively. For each gene family, gene members located in the

same subcellular compartment seemed to bemore related to each other than those genes from the same organism but with a different local-

ization. This phenomenon was more obvious for the APX gene family, chloroplastic PeAPXs in subgroup APX-4 were clearly separated with

other branches, peroxisomal PeAPXs in subgroup APX-3/5 and APX-1/2 were closely clustered together, while cytosolic PeAPXs in subgroup

APX-6 were also closely clustered with the passion fruit specific subgroup APX, and most PeAPXs in APX subgroup were also located in cyto-

plasm (Figure 1). In addition, some proteins showed one-to-one homology, such as PeCSD5 and AtCSD2, PeFSD1 and AtFSD1, PeAPX1 and
12 iScience 26, 108329, November 17, 2023



Figure 10. Expression profiles of 8 genes (PeCSD3, PeCAT1, PeCAT7, PeDHAR7, PeGR1, PeAPX4, PeAPX33, and PeAPX34) in response to cold and

heat stress

Error bars represent standard deviations of the means of three independent biological replicates of qRT-PCR analysis. Asterisks indicate significant differences in

transcript levels compared with those of blank control (0 h 0 mM). (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001).
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AtAPX2, PeDHAR8 andAtDHAR3, the subcellular localization analysis results shown that they were also share similar subcellular localization to

their corresponded orthologous Arabidopsis proteins (Table S1). Similar with previous work,16 these results shown that a close relationship

among enzymatic antioxidant proteins located in the same subcellular compartment, indicating these genes might be working together to

keep ROS balance at the subcellular level. Motif and domain composition as well as gene exon/intron structure analysis showed that closely

related gene members tend to show similar structural characteristics, as observed in other plants such as soybean40 and rice,16 which inde-

pendently supports the phylogenetic analysis and classification results. Differently, genes in different subfamilies shown diverse structure

characteristics. Additionally, homologous protein modeling results showed that the representative proteins of each gene family shown

diverse 3D structure with unique characteristics related to their enzymatic functions, and the structural diversity among these genes might

contribute to the functional diversity of enzymatic antioxidant gene families.11

Compared with Arabidopsis (8AtSODs, 8AtAPXs, 3AtCATs, 7AtGPXs, 5AtMDHARs, 3AtDHARs, and 2AtGRs), passion fruit (11 PeSODs,

45 PeAPXs, 8 PeCATs, 7 PeGPXs, 6 PeMDHARs, 8 PeDHARs, and 5 PeGRs) has obviously higher gene number of CAT, DHAR, GR, and espe-

cially APX enzymes. According to collinearly analysis within passion fruit, a total of 183 gene pairs with gene duplication events (177 segmental

duplicated gene pairs and 6 tandem duplicated gene pairs) were identified, and 152 of these gene pairs were PeAPXs related. These results

suggest that enzymatic antioxidant genes may arise through gene duplication, and segmental duplication events are the main driver of enzy-

matic antioxidant genes evolution.41,42 Among all the duplicated gene pairs, only one pair of segmental repeat genes (PeAPX30-PeAPX32)

had a Ka/Ks value greater than 1, indicating that this pair of genes was strongly and positively selected during evolution. Although both of

these two genes were preferentially higher expressed during fruit development, only PeAPX30 could be induced under high and low tem-

perature treatments. Although these two genes shown high sequence similarity and closely clustered in the same branch, the motif compo-

sition and exon-intron structure were differed a lot, whichmight contribute to their functional diversification. The structural analysis could help

to provide more information about evolutionary duplication events. Some duplicated genes shown similar expression profiles and closely

clustered together in the same subfamily, indicating they might have conserved function. For example, PeGR1 and PeGR5 were segmentally

duplicated and all higher expressed at the late development stages of fruit and in leaf before and after stress treatment. These two genes

share almost the samemotif compositions and exon/intron structures. However,most of the duplicated genes evolvedwith differed structural

characteristics and shown different expression patterns, such as PeMDHAR5 (block C and IV) and PeMDHAR6 (block A and II), PeGPX4 (block
iScience 26, 108329, November 17, 2023 13



Figure 11. Expression profiles of 8 genes (PeAPX16, PeAPX19, PeCAT1, PeCAT2, PeCSD3, PeFSD1, PeGPX2, and PeCSD6) in response to GA, SA,

ABA, and MeJA treatments

Error bars represent standard deviations of the means of three independent biological replicates of qRT-PCR analysis. Asterisks indicate significant differences in

transcript levels compared with those of blank control (0 h 0 mM). (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001).
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E and I) and PeGPX5 (block C and V), PeFSD1 (block E and II) and PeFSD2 (block C and I), indicating these genes might be suffered sub-func-

tionalization or neo-functionalization after duplication. Compared with the model laboratory species Arabidopsis, passion fruit survived in a

more complex environment, which needed to cope with more abundant abiotic stresses during its growth and development. The expansion

of these enzymatic antioxidant genes and the diversification of their functions might provide more supports for plants to deal with diverse

unfavorable conditions, thus, enhancing the ability of passion fruit to coping with changing environments.7

Lots of transcription factors have reported to be involved in the antioxidant regulation under diverse stresses43,44 or during growth/devel-

opment.45 Here, various TFs targetingpassion fruit enzymatic antioxidant geneswere predicted and their regulatory network interactionswith

the targeted genes were constructed (Figure 6) (Table S7). Diverse TFs involved in stress response (Dof, WRKY, HSF, bZIP), plant growth/

development (BBR-BPC, MIKC-MADS, LBD, bHLH, AP2) and phytohormone response (ERF and ARF) were found in many enzymatic antiox-

idant genes. In previous work, we identified an HSF transcription factor involved in the response of passion fruit to high temperature stress.

VIGS silencing experiment showed that passion fruit plants weremore sensitive to heat stress and the activities of antioxidant enzymes such as

SOD, POD, andCAT decreased after silencing of this gene (unpublished data), indicating HSF TFwas involved in the regulation of antioxidant

enzymes. The complex transcriptional regulatory networksmight contribute to the diversified functions of antioxidant enzymes in diverse bio-

logical processes.

Meanwhile, 17 putative ped-miRNAs targeting 21 passion fruit enzymatic antioxidant genes were identified (Figure 7), and some ped-miR-

NAs targeted different enzymatic antioxidant genes including ped-miR171k-5p (PeCAT1, PeCAT7 and PeDHAR7), ped-miR828b (PeAPX29,

PeAPX32 and PeAPX39), ped-miR160c-5p (PeAPX27, PeAPX43 and PeMDHAR2), ped-miR164b-5p (PeMDHAR4 and PeMDHAR5), ped-

miR395a (PeAPX5 and PeAPX6). We found that different genes targeted by samemiRNA shown similar expression patterns with a few excep-

tions. For example, miR171 could regulate hormone crosstalk through GRAS TFs and involved in the fruit and floral development.46 PeCAT1,

PeCAT7, and PeDHAR7 targeted by ped-miR171k-5p were all preferentially expressed during fruit development and also abundant during

diverse floral organs development (Figure 8). Besides, miR171 has also reported to participate in the regulation of male fertility stability under

high temperature stress response in soybean,47 drought response in potato.48 PeCAT1, PeCAT7, and PeDHAR7 were also induced with

higher expression in flower bud under high temperature treatment (Figure 8). CREs prediction and qRT-PCR analysis results also shown

that these genes were response to diverse hormones such as GA, SA, and MeJA (Figure 11). Thus, ped-miR171k-5p and its targets might

also have multitasked roles as in passion fruit. Additionally, miR828 has been reported to be involved in anthocyanin and flavonol accumu-

lation during fruit development in grapes,49 pineapple,50 and apple.51 All of the three genes PeAPX29/32/39 targeted by ped-miR828b were

preferentially expressed during fruit development of passion fruit, indicating ped-miR828b might have conserved functions in the regulation

of fruit development in passion fruit. These results suggested that the identified ped-miRNAs might play important roles in the regulation of

growth/development or stress responding through modifying the transcriptional level of enzymatic antioxidant genes in passion fruit, which

still needs further studies.
14 iScience 26, 108329, November 17, 2023



Figure 12. Schematic diagram of enzymatic antioxidant genes abiotic stress resistance mechanism
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Although the individual enzymic antioxidant genes involved in stress response or growth/development is largely reported in previous

work, the systematic investigations of the regulation of different enzymic antioxidant gene families in a single plant species remains limit.

Furthermore, there are still few reports describing the developmental regulation of the enzymatic antioxidant genes. Gene expression an-

alyses revealed the functional diversity of the enzymatic antioxidant genes during the growth and development of passion fruit, and many

of these genes showed tissue- or developmental stage-specific expression patterns during floral and fruit development. For example,

PeAPX20/14/11/12 in block B was explicitly and highly expressed only at the early developmental stage of the stamen, while PeAPX5/

13/35 were preferentially expressed during the development of sepal. Besides, enzymatic antioxidant genes in block A showed a prefer-

ential expression mainly at the late development stage of bract, petal, and corona filament including PeAPX2/24/44/27/43, PeMDHAR2/6,

PeGR4, PeCSD6, and PeGPX7, whereas genes in block C showed preferential expression at the early stage of certain tissues such as

PeMDHAR1 and PeCAT3/4/5. Even in the same block E, some genes were highest expressed at the early stages such as PeAPX15/29/

30/32/4/17, PeFSD1, and PeMSD1/2, while some genes shown a highest expression level at the middle stages including PeCSD3/5,

PeAPX22/39, PeCAT1/7, PeGPX3, and PeDHAR1/8, and there were also some genes were highest expressed at the late development

stages such as PeGR1/2/5, PeAPX1, PeGPX1/6, and PeCSD4. Previous investigations about APX genes in rice also found that, most of

the OsAPX genes participating in ROS removal shown tissue/organ-specific expression profiles.52 Emerging evidences indicated that

the important roles of ROS in the regulation of plant growth and development including the maintenance of plant vegetative apical mer-

istems,3 the initiation of floral buds to maturation of reproductive organs,6 the development of different organs,53 fruit development, and

senescence.54 Generally, low ROS levels are required for the progression of some basic biological processes, such as cellular proliferation

and differentiation, but higher levels ROS could pose a significant threat to plants.7 For example, the primary accumulation of O2
$- in the

meristematic zone of the root tip is required for cell division, while the accumulation of H2O2 in the elongation zone confers cell differen-

tiation.3 Similarly, active cell division and differentiation were taken place during floral organs and fruit development here in passion fruit,

which are also very energy-intensive processes. The co-expressed genes with 90 passion fruit enzymic genes were also significantly en-

riched in energy metabolism related pathways (Tables S11 and S12). We noticed that PeMSDs (all located in mitochondrion, Table S1)

were abundant across all test tissues or under stress treatments with high expression levels. Mn-SODs were reported to play critical roles

in scavenging excess accumulation of O2
$- and protecting mitochondria against oxidant damage.55 These widely abundantly expressed

PeMSDs might play important roles in protecting mitochondria against oxidative damage caused by active energy consumption during

floral and fruit development processes. Similar with PeMSDs, few other enzymic antioxidant genes including PeFSD1, PeGPX1/2, PeAPX16,

PeMDHAR2, and PeGR4 were also abundant in all tested samples here, indicating they might also play roles in maintaining cell redox ho-

meostasis in these processes. As we known, maintaining the balance of ROS levels is important for normal plant growth and development.

For instance, GR2 mutants with excessive accumulation of oxidized glutathione results in root apical cells entering the oxidized state and

eventually lead to abnormal growth in Arabidopsis.19 Here, the diversified expression profiles of different passion fruit enzymic antioxidant
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genes might also be associated with protecting the cells against the harmful effects of high ROS levels which are produced during highly

proliferating floral organs and fruit.

The growth and development of passion fruit are highly sensitive to the climatic changes. Purple passion fruit is more susceptible to high

ambient temperatures compared to yellow cultivars, and even mildly elevated temperatures (�30�C) or decreased temperature (�20�C)
might affect its growth and development.56 Unfavorable conditions might cause stresses and immediately induce more generation of

ROS, many genes including PeCSD2/3/4, PeAPX26/11/12/4, PeGPX3, and PeDHAR7 were induced immediately under heat stress treatment

and shown highest expression levels in a short time, indicating their rapid response to stress conditions. Some genes respond differently to

heat and cold stress and shown tissue-specific expression profiles, such as the expression of PeMDHAR2 and PeGPX2 decreased in leaf,

petiole and bract under heat stress, but upregulated in bud induced by cold. Meanwhile, some genes were induced by both heat and

cold stress treatments including PeGR2 and PeAPX30, while genes such as PeDHAR7 and PeAPX4were induced with higher expression levels

in diverse tissues including bud, petiole, and leaf under mild or severe heat stress. Engineering crop plants with improved antioxidative

enzyme machinery provide a promising approach for better abiotic stress resistance. For example, overexpression of AtApx1 gene confers

salinity stress tolerance by strengthening the antioxidative defense system in Brassica juncea.57 Over-expression of PaSOD and RaAPX in

transgenic Arabidopsis improves cold stress tolerance through increase in vascular lignification.58 Thus, these candidate genes, which are

not tissue specific or respond to diverse stresses, might have important application potential for the genetic improvement of passion fruit

with better abiotic stress resistance. Besides, we found that many of these stress responsive enzymic antioxidant genes were preferentially

expressed in certain tissues at specific developmental stages. For example, PeDHAR7was induced under heat and cold stress, and also pref-

erentially higher expressed during fruit development (Figure 9, clustered in block E and V). It contained diverse CREs associated with stress

response (stress responsiveness, anaerobic induction), development (meristem expression element, light responsive element) and hormone

response (ABA-responsiveness, GA-responsive elements) in its promoter region. The co-presence of different CREs in the promoter regions

might be closely related to the diverse roles of enzymic antioxidant genes in the growth and development of passion fruit under different

environmental changes. Additionally, multiple or diverse hormone response related CREs were found in the promoter region of many

enzymic antioxidant genes, and qRT-PCR analysis of several representative genes under different hormone treatments showed that many

enzymic antioxidant genes could respond to multiple hormones. Previous work shown that ROS could interact with hormones including

ABA, MeJA, SA, and other signal molecules to regulate plant growth/development and stress response.7 Thus, the interaction between

ROS and different hormone regulation networksmight also contribute to the involvement of enzymic antioxidant genes in different biological

processes.
Limitations of the study

In the present study, we first provided a systemic analysis of enzymatic antioxidant genes in passion fruit. As a result, a total of 90 genes (11

PeSODs, 45 PeAPXs, 8 PeCATs, 7 PeGPXs, 6 PeMDHARs, 8 PeDHARs, and 5 PeGRs) encoding for antioxidant enzymes were identified. Each

gene family could be classified into different subfamilies based on phylogenetic analysis with Arabidopsis homologous genes, respectively,

and closely related gene members tend to show similar structural characteristics. Besides, gene members in each gene family located in the

same subcellular compartment shown a closer phylogenetic relationship. Compared with Arabidopsis, the gene number of PeCATs, PeD-

HARs, PeGRs, and especially PeAPXs were obviously expanded. Collinear analysis shown that the expansion of enzymatic antioxidant

gene family might be carried out mainly through segmental duplication, and the structural diversity of duplicated genes may contribute

to their functional diversity. Gene expression analyses revealed many enzymatic antioxidant genes showed tissue- or developmental

stage-specific expression patterns during floral and fruit development in passion fruit, the widely abundantly expressed enzymic antioxidant

genes such as PeMSDs, PeFSD1, PeGPX1/2, PeAPX16 might play important roles in protecting cells against oxidative damage caused by

active energy consumption in the highly proliferating floral and fruit tissues. Candidate genes such as PeDHAR7 and PeAPX4 were induced

with higher expression levels in diverse tissues under mild or severe heat stress, might have important application potential for the genetic

improvement of passion fruit with better abiotic stress resistance. Different CREs co-exist in the promoter region of enzymatic antioxidant

genes and the complex interactions of diverse transcription factors, miRNAs and hormones regulation might be closely related to a variety

of regulatory effects of enzymatic antioxidant genes in passion fruit. This genome-wide diversity analysis of enzymatic antioxidant genes in

passion fruit provides new insights for future functional characterization of the regulation of important horticultural traits such as develop-

ment, fruit ripening, and multiple hormone treatment.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Biological samples

Floral and fruit samples of P.edulis Sampled from the orchard of the Institute of Horticulture,

Guangxi Academy of Agricultural Sciences

N/A

Tissues under stress treatment Sampled from the intelligent greenhouse at Pingtan

Technology Research Institute

N/A

Critical commercial assays

HiScript II Q RT SuperMix for qPCR

(+gDNA wiper)

Vazyme R223-01

Taq Pro Universal SYBR qPCR Master Mix Vazyme Q712-02

Deposited data

Genome data the National Genome Data Center (NGDC)

(https://ngdc.cncb.ac.cn/) database

GWHAZTM00000000

Raw data for RNA-seq the National Genome Data Center (NGDC)

(https://ngdc.cncb.ac.cn/) database

CNP0002747

Oligonucleotides

qPCR primers sequences This paper Table S13

Software and algorithms

MEGA 11 Kumar et al.59 https://www.megasoftware.net/

IQ-TREE 2 Minh et al.60 http://www.iqtree.org/

Evolview v3 Subramanian et al.61 https://www.evolgenius.info/evolview

iTOL Letunic et al.62 https://itol.embl.de/

SMART Letunic et al.63 http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de/

ProtParam Gasteiger et al.64 https://web.expasy.org/protparam/

Cell-PLoc 2.0 Chou et al.65 http://www.csbio.sjtu.edu.cn/bioinf/Cell-PLoc-2/

MEME v5.5.1 Bailey et al.66 http://meme-suite.org/

PlantCARE Lescot et al.67 http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/

plantcare/html/

Circos Krzywinski et al.68 http://circos.ca/software/download/circos/

MCScanX Wang et al.69 https://github.com/wyp1125/MCScanX

TBtools Chen et al.70 https://github.com/CJ-Chen/TBtools/releases

KaKs_Calculator 3.0 Zhang et al.71 https://ngdc.cncb.ac.cn/biocode/tools/

BT000001/releases/3.0

SWISS-MODEL Marco et al.72 https://swissmodel.expasy.org/

PyMOL Schrodinger Sales Center https://pymol.org/2/

PTRM Tian et al.73 http://plantregmap.gao-lab.org/

Cytoscape Shannon et al.74 https://cytoscape.org/

psRNATarget Dai et al.75 http://plantgrn.noble.org/psRNATarget/

eggNOG Cantalapiedra et al.76 http://eggnog-mapper.embl.de/

Prism 9.0 GraphPad https://www.graphpad.com/

R 4.3.1 The R Foundation https://www.r-project.org/

ggplot2 Wickham, Hadley77 https://ggplot2.tidyverse.org/

clusterProfiler Wu et al.78 https://guangchuangyu.github.io/software/

clusterProfiler/

pheatmap Kolde et al.79 https://github.com/raivokolde/pheatmap
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Ping Zheng (zhengping13@

mails.ucas.ac.cn).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

� The data presented in this study are available in the article, Supplementary Materials and online repositories. Genome data and RNA-

seq data used in this work were deposited in the National Genome Data Center (NGDC) (https://ngdc.cncb.ac.cn/) database:

GWHAZTM00000000 and NGDC: CNP0002747, respectively.
� This paper does not report original code.
� Any additional information required to re-analyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Plant materials and abiotic stress treatment

The P. edulispurple passion fruit used in this studywas planted in the orchard of the Institute of Horticulture, Guangxi Academyof Agricultural

Sciences. Diverse floral tissues at different developmental stages were sampled as previously described.80 Abiotic stress and hormone treat-

ments were applied to fully grown (with well-developed roots and shoots) healthy and disease-free passion fruit plants with three biological

repeats. As to cold stress treatment, healthy plants were placed in a growth chamber with the temperature set at 8�C; as to heat stress treat-

ment, plants were kept in a growth chamber with the temperature set at 45�C; as to hormones treatment, gibberellin (GA, 100 mM), salicylic

acid (SA, 100 mM), abscisic acid (ABA, 100 mM) andmethyl jasmonate (MeJA, 100 mM) were applied to healthy plants respectively. The samples

under diverse treatments were collected at 24 h and 48 h time intervals, respectively, with normal plants that were not treated used as the

control. All the collected samples were immediately stored in liquid nitrogen prior to total RNA extraction.

METHOD DETAILS

Identification of enzymatic antioxidant genes in passion fruit

The whole genome data of passion fruit was downloaded from the National Genome Data Center (NGDC) (https://ngdc.cncb.ac.cn/) data-

base with the accession number GWHAZTM00000000. Whole genome information for Arabidopsis, rice, tomato, maize and grapes genomic

data were downloaded from the Ensembl Plants database (http://plants.ensembl.org/index.html). Amino acid sequences of the SOD gene

family (8 genes),APX gene family (8 genes),CAT gene family (3 genes),GPX gene family (7 genes),MDHAR gene family (6 genes),DHAR gene

family (3 genes), andGR gene family (2 genes) in Arabidopsis (Table S2) were downloaded from TAIR Arabidopsis genome database (http://

www.arabidopsis.org/index.jsp),81 which were used to identify themembers of the enzymatic antioxidant genes in passion fruit. Furthermore,

the accuracy of deduced protein sequences was confirmed by searching for homologous sequences deposited in GenBank database (non-

redundant) using the BLASTp tool (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool for proteins). The candidate protein sequences were obtained and

identified using the NCBI Conserved Domain Database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/cdd/) (E-value of 10-5, other parameters set to de-

faults)82 and SMART databases.63 The confirmed enzymatic antioxidant genes were renamed according to their positions on the passion fruit

chromosomes. The physic-chemical properties of molecular weight (MW), isoelectric point (pI) and grand average of hydropathicity (GRAVY)

were analyzedby the ExPASy ProtParam tool.64 Finally, the subcellular localization of the proteinwas determined by theCell-PLoc 2.0 server.65

Phylogenetic and evolutionary analysis

To observe the evolutionary relationship of the enzymatic antioxidant gene family, we constructed a phylogenetic tree about passion fruit and

Arabidopsis protein sequences. Multiple sequence alignment of the protein sequences was conducted byMUSCLE83 implemented inMEGA

11 (Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analyses) software.59 The maximum likelihood (ML) method phylogenetic tree based on the protein

sequence alignment was then constructed according to the Whelan and Goldman substitution model (WAG+Gamma)84 by MEGA 11 and

IQ-TREE 2 software.60 Relative branch support was evaluated by 1000 bootstrap replicates, the branch lengths were calculated by pairwise

comparisons of genetic distances, andmissing data were treated by pairwise deletions of gaps. For better visualization, the phylogenetic tree

was visualized using the online tool Evolview v361 and iTOL (Interactive Tree of Life).62

Gene structure, conserved motif and cis-regulatory elements analysis

The intron-exon distributions of the enzymatic antioxidant genes were obtained using GFF annotation files from the passion fruit genome.

Protein sequence analysis of Multiple Em for Motif Elicitation (MEME v5.5.1) online program66 is used to identify the identified conservative

motif in PeSOD, PeAPX, PeCAT, PeGPX, PeMDHAR, PeDHAR, and PeGR proteins. The optimization parameters are as follows: the number of
22 iScience 26, 108329, November 17, 2023
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repetitions is arbitrary; the maximum number of motifs is 10. The classification of DNA-binding motifs of enzymatic antioxidant genes was

determined according to the basic regions of SOD, APX, CAT, GPX, MDHAR, DHAR, and GR domains described in previous studies. The

upstream 2000 bp sequence of each PeSOD, PeAPX, PeCAT, PeGPX, PeMDHAR, PeDHAR, and PeGR gene was retrieved by TBtools

(v1.125) software70 according to the genomic full-lengthDNA sequences of passion fruit. Then, the PlantCAREdatabase67 was used to predict

putative promoter regions of enzymatic antioxidant genes in passion fruit cis-regulatory elements. Finally, the results were visualized using

TBtools.

Chromosomal distribution and gene duplication analysis

All enzymatic antioxidant genes were anchored to their corresponding chromosomes using Circos68 against physical location information

from the passion fruit genome database. To demonstrate the synteny of orthologous SOD, APX, CAT, GPX, MDHAR, DHAR, and GR genes

obtained from passion fruit and other selected species, we analyzed gene duplication events by using the Multicollinearity Scanning Toolkit

(MCScanX),69 setting default parameters, and using Circos and Dual Synteny Plot visualization results in TBtools software.70 The non-synon-

ymous substitution (Ka) and synonymous substitution (Ks) rates as well as the Ka/Ks values of all duplicated gene pairs were calculated using

the NG model of the KaKs_Calculator 3.0,71 and Ka/Ks ratio between homologous gene pairs. Its parameters are set as: NG as the Method

(-m) and Standard Code as the Genetic code table (-c). The time of divergence (MYA: million years ago) of enzymatic antioxidant genes was

measured using the following reference formula: T = Ks/2l (where l = 6.38 3 10�9).85

Secondary and tertiary structure analysis

The protein secondary structures of PeSOD, PeAPX, PeCAT, PeGPX, PeMDHAR, PeDHAR, and PeGR proteins were predicted using SOPMA

server.86 The tertiary structure was obtained from AlphaFold Protein Structure Database and the SWISS-MODEL with default parameters.72

Furthermore, tertiary structures of these proteins were examined by PyMOL.87

Transcription factors (TFs) regulatory network analysis

A regulation prediction tool, the Plant Transcriptional RegulatoryMap (PTRM) (http://plantregmap.gao-lab.org/)73 was used to infer potential

regulatory interactions of TFs in the upstream (2000-bp) regions of PeSODs, PeAPXs, PeCATs, PeGPXs, PeMDHARs, PeDHARs, and PeGRs

with threshold (P-value%1e�7). The Arabidopsis was the selected plant species. The predicted TFs were visualized into a network using the

Cytoscape software (v3.10).74 Furthermore, the wordcloud is generated by the ggplot277 package88 in R.

Prediction of putative miRNA analysis of enzymatic antioxidant genes

The prediction of putative miRNA sites in the PeSOD, PeAPX, PeCAT, PeGPX, PeMDHAR, PeDHAR, and PeGR gene was achieved by down-

loading the published passion fruit mature miRNAs,89 and then the CDS sequences were submitted to the online psRNATarget database75

with default parameters. The network interaction among the equivalent PeSOD, PeAPX, PeCAT, PeGPX, PeMDHAR, PeDHAR, and PeGR

target genes and putative predicted miRNAs was constructed and displayed by Cytoscape software.74

GO and KEGG annotation analysis

The GO and KEGG annotation analyses were performed by submitting all the 90 enzymatic antioxidant gene protein sequences to the online

database eggNOG,76 and enrichment analysis was performed using R package clusterProfiler.78 Co-expressed genes with 90 enzymic anti-

oxidant genes were extracted from the analysis results of WGCNA (weighted gene co-expression network analysis) using RNA-seq data.

Expression profiles analysis based on RNA-seq data

Diverse floral tissues at an early stage when the archesporial cell had formed and the late stages when ovules had fully differentiated were

used for the RNA-seq (Table S9). Fruit samples were collected at the fruit juice formation stage (53 days after pollination/DAP), fruit juice color

transformation stage (60 DAP), peel color transformation stage (100 DAP), and fruit ripening stage (128 DAP). Additionally, four different tis-

sues including leaves, petioles, bracts and buds were sampled at 1h, 4h, 12h, and 24h after high temperature (30�C) and low temperature

(20�C) treatments. Detailed sampling information was also listed in Table S10.

RNA extraction and Illumina sequencing were performed as previously described,90 with 1 mg RNA per sample and three independent

biological replicates for each tissue. The cDNA libraries were constructed using the NEBNext Ultra� RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina

(NEB, Beverly city, MA, USA), following standard protocols. The transcript abundance of PeSODs, PeAPXs, PeCATs, PeGPXs, PeMDHARs,

PeDHARs, and PeGRs was calculated as TPM (Transcripts Per Kilobase Million). The heatmap was generated by pheatmap packages in R

based the log2(TPM + 1).

qRT-PCR analysis of key enzymatic antioxidant genes

The qRT-PCR analysis was used to explore the expression of representative enzymic antioxidant genes response to hormones and abiotic

stresses. The Trizol method (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) was used to extract total RNA, and the ThermoScript RT-PCR kit (Thermo Fisher

Scientific, Carlsbad, CA, USA) was used to conduct the reverse-transcribed experiment. Real-time PCR was performed by using the SYBR Pre-

mix Ex Taq II system (TaKaRa Perfect Real Time) in the Bio-Rad Real-time PCR system (Foster City, CA, USA), and the primers used are listed in
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Table S13. The qRT-PCR programwas: 95�C for 30 s; 40 cycles of 95�C for 5 s; 60�C for 34 s; 95�C for 15 s. The passion fruit EF1awas used as an

internal control to normalize themRNA levels.91 For each analysis, three technical replicates from three biological replicates were performed,

the fold change of genes was calculated using the 2-DDCT method.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad software version 9.0. Specifications of tests exploited and sample size for each experiment

are mentioned in the figure legends. Data are presented as the standard error of the mean (SEM). Differences were analyzed by the student’s

t-test and one-way ANOVA as indicated in the figure legends. Asterisk (*) indicates P < 0.05 against each control group respectively.
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Additional resources are provided in the supplemental information.
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